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Peter FitzSimons
Trade Paperback 9780733640087 | $35.00
Ebook 9780733640094 | $16.99
Hachette Australia

The Battle of Le Hamel on 4 July 1918 was
an Allied triumph. A largely Australian force,
commanded by Sir John Monash, fought what
has been described as the first modern battle.
Monash planned every detail meticulously, with
nothing left to chance. Integrated use of tanks,
planes, infantry, wireless (and even carrier
pigeons!) was the basis: everyone used the
same maps, with updated versions delivered
by motorbike despatch riders to senior
commanders. Each infantry battalion was
allocated to a tank group, and they advanced
together. Supplies and ammunition were
dropped as needed from planes. The losses
were relatively few.

Peter FitzSimons brings this
Allied triumph to life, and tells
this magnificent story as it
should be told

Peter FitzSimons
Location: Sydney, Australia

Monash planned for the battle to last for 90
minutes – in the end it went for 93. What
happened in those minutes changed the way
the British fought battles, and the tactics and
strategies used by the Allies.
PETER FITZSIMONS is Australia’s bestselling
non-fiction writer, and the author of a number
of highly successful books, including Kokoda,
Ned Kelly and Gallipoli, as well as biographies
of such notable Australians as Sir Douglas
Mawson, Nancy Wake and Nick Farr-Jones.
His passion is to tell Australian stories, our own
stories: of great men and women, of stirring
events in our history.
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MONASH’S
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SIX TUDOR QUEENS:
JANE SEYMOUR,
THE HAUNTED QUEEN
Alison Weir
Trade Paperback 9781472227683 | $29.99
Ebook 9781472227690 | $16.99 | Headline

Eleven days after the death of Anne Boleyn,
Jane is dressing for her wedding to the King.
She has witnessed firsthand how courtly play
can quickly turn to danger and knows she
must bear a son… or face ruin. This new queen
must therefore step out from the shadows cast
by Katherine and Anne — in doing so, can she
expose a gentler side to the brutal King?
Acclaimed, bestselling historian Alison Weir
draws on new research for her captivating
novel, which paints a compelling portrait of
Jane and casts fresh light on both traditional
and modern perceptions of her. Jane was
driven by the strength of her faith and a belief
that she might do some good in a wicked
world.

The third stunning novel in
the Six Tudor Queens series by
beloved historian Alison Weir

Alison Weir
Location: London, UK

ALISON WEIR is the top-selling female
historian in the United Kingdom, and has sold
over 2.7 million books worldwide. She has
published eighteen history books, including
Elizabeth the Queen, Eleanor of Aquitaine,
The Lady in the Tower and Elizabeth of
York, and seven historical novels. Her latest
biography is Queens of the Conquest, and her
latest novel is Anne Boleyn: A King’s Obsession,
the second in her Six Tudor Queens series.
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Aimee Molloy
Trade Paperback 9780751570335 | $29.99
Ebook 9780751570328 | $16.99 | Sphere

We all want different things. Francie wants to
be the perfect mother. Nell wants to escape the
past. Collette wants to spend more time with
her family. All Winnie wants is to have her
baby back.
When Nell suggests a night out in Brooklyn
to her new mums club, the others jump at the
chance. But the evening takes a tragic turn
when single mother Winnie learns that her
six-week-old son Midas has been kidnapped.
As the investigation hits a dead end, Nell,
Collette and Francie make it their mission to
succeed where the police are failing and bring
baby Midas home. But as Winnie and those
around her come under scrutiny from the
media, damaging secrets come to light and
friendships are pushed to the limit.

Liane Moriarty meets
Paula Hawkins in this
spectacular new
psychological thriller.

AIMEE MOLLOY is the author of the
New York Times non-fiction bestseller However
Long the Night, as well as the co-author of
several other books, including Rosewater,
which was made into a movie by Jon Stewart.
Aimee lives in Brooklyn with her family.

Aimee Molloy
Location: New York, USA
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THE PERFECT
MOTHER
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THE TATTOO THIEF
Alison Belsham
Trade Paperback 9781409175124 | $29.99
Ebook 9781409175148 | $16.99 | Trapeze

A policeman on his first murder case.
A tattoo artist with a deadly secret.
And a twisted serial killer sharpening his
blades to kill again.
When Brighton tattoo artist Marni Mullins
discovers a flayed body, newly-promoted DI
Francis Sullivan needs her help. There’s a
serial killer at large, slicing tattoos from his
victims’ bodies while they’re still alive. Marni
knows the tattooing world like the back of her
hand, but has her own reasons to distrust the
police. So when she identifies the killer’s next
target, will she tell Sullivan or go after the
Tattoo Thief alone?

A fast-paced serial killer thriller for
fans of The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
and Ragdoll that follows a trail of blood
and ink and cut skin through the streets
of Brighton

ALISON BELSHAM initially started writing
with the ambition of becoming a screenwriter,
and in 2000 was commended for her
visual storytelling in the Orange Prize for
Screenwriting. In 2001 she was shortlisted in
a BBC Drama Writer competition. Life and
children intervened but, switching to fiction,
in 2009 her novel Domino was selected for the
prestigious Adventures in Fiction mentoring
scheme. In 2016 she pitched her first crime
novel, The Tattoo Thief, at the Pitch Perfect
event at the Bloody Scotland Crime Writing
Festival and was judged the winner.

Alison Belsham
Location: United Kingdom
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Libby Page
Trade Paperback 9781409175216 | $29.99
Ebook 9781409175230 | $16.99 | Orion

Rosemary has lived in Brixton all her life. But
now everything she knows is changing — the
library where she used to work has closed, the
family fruit and veg shop has become a trendy
bar, and her beloved husband George is gone.
Kate has just moved and feels alone in a city
that is too big for her. She’s at the bottom rung
of her career as a journalist on a local paper,
and is determined to make something of it. So
when the local lido is threatened with closure,
Kate knows this story could be her chance to
shine. And Rosemary knows it is the end of
everything for her.
Together they are determined to make a stand,
to show that the pool is more than just a place
to swim — it is the heart of the community.
Together they will show the importance of
friendship, the value of community, and how
ordinary people can protect the things they
love.

A joyous feel-good debut novel about
community, love, friendship and outdoor
swimming. Perfect for fans of Joanna
Cannon’s The Trouble with Goats and
Sheep and Gail Honeyman’s Eleanor
Oliphant is Completely Fine

LIBBY PAGE wrote The Lido while working in
marketing and moonlighting as a writer. Libby
lives in London where she enjoys finding new
swimming spots and pockets of community
within the city.

Libby Page
Location: London, UK
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THE LIDO
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A SHOUT IN
THE RUINS
Kevin Powers
Trade Paperback 9781473667785 | $29.99
Ebook 9781473667792 | $16.99 | Sceptre

Following his hugely celebrated debut novel,
The Yellow Birds, Kevin Powers returns to the
battlefield and its aftermath, this time in his
native Virginia, just before, during and ninety
years after the Civil War. The novel pinpoints
with unerring emotional depth the nature of
random violence, the necessity of love and
compassion, and the fragility and preciousness
of life.
It will endure as a stunning novel about what
we leave behind, what a life is worth, what is
said and unsaid, and the fact that ultimately
what will survive of us is love.

A stunning novel about
violence, power and love
from the acclaimed author
of The Yellow Birds

KEVIN POWERS was born and raised in
Richmond, Virginia. A former soldier who
served with the US army in Iraq in 2004-05, he
studied English at Virginia Commonwealth
University and received an MFA in Poetry
from the Michener Center for Writers at the
University of Texas at Austin. His debut novel,
The Yellow Birds, won the Guardian First
book award, the Hemingway Foundation/PEN
Award, and was a finalist for the National Book
Award. His first collection of poetry, Letter
Composed During a Lull in the Fighting, was
published in 2014.

Kevin Powers
Location: Texas, USA
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Elizabeth H. Winthrop
Trade Paperback 9781473672505 | $29.99
Ebook 9781473672482 | $16.99 | Sceptre

As the sun begins to set over Louisiana one
October day in 1943, a young black man
faces the final hours of his life: at midnight,
eighteen-year-old Willie Jones will be
executed by electric chair for raping a white
girl — a crime some believe he did not
commit.
In a tale taut with tension, events unfold from
the perspectives of nine people involved. They
include Willie himself, who knows what really
happened, and his father, desperately trying to
reach the jail to see his son one last time; the
prosecuting lawyer, forced to seek the death
penalty against his convictions, and his wife,
who believes Willie is innocent; the priest who
has become a friend to Willie; and a mother
whose only son is fighting in the Pacific,
bent on befriending her black neighbours in
defiance of her husband.

An unforgettable novel –
a riveting, heart-wrenching
story of injustice and
racism in 1940s Louisiana
that is as powerful and
profound as it is timely

In this exceptionally powerful novel, Elizabeth
H. Winthrop explores matters of justice,
racism and the death penalty in a fresh, subtle
and profoundly affecting way.
ELIZABETH H. WINTHROP’s first novel,
Fireworks, was published by Sceptre in 2006,
her second, December, was a Richard and
Judy Book Club pick for 2009, and her third,
The Why of Things, was published in 2013.
Elizabeth H. Winthrop
Location: Massachusetts,
USA
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THE MERCY SEAT
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DEATH IS NOT ENOUGH

LOVE AND RUIN

Karen Rose

Paula McLain

Trade Paperback 9781472244079 | $29.99
Ebook 9781472244093 | $16.99 | Headline

Trade Paperback 9780708898918 | $29.99
Ebook 9780708898901 | $16.99 | Fleet

Has Thomas Thorne met his match in
bloodthirsty gang boss Cesar Tavilla? Or, perhaps,
in his beautiful best friend, Gwyn Weaver?

In 1937, Martha Gellhorn travels to Madrid to
report on the atrocities of the Spanish Civil
War. She also finds herself unexpectedly falling
in love with Ernest Hemingway.

Karen Rose returns with the break-neck follow-up
to Monster In The Closet, and the sixth book in the
heart-pounding Baltimore series.
KAREN ROSE was introduced to suspense
and horror at the tender age of eight when
she accidentally read Poe’s The Pit and The
Pendulum and was afraid to go to sleep for many
years. She now enjoys writing books that make
other people afraid to go to sleep.

Karen Rose
Location: Florida, USA

But when Hemingway publishes the biggest
literary success of his career, Martha must
make a choice: surrender to the demands of
a domestic lifestyle, or forging her way as her
own woman and writer. It is a dilemma that will
force her to break his heart, and her own.
PAULA MCLAIN received an MFA in
poetry from the University of Michigan and
has been awarded fellowships from Yaddo,
the MacDowell Colony, and the National
Endowment for the Arts. She is the author of
two collections of poetry, as well as a memoir,
Like Family. Her novels include The Paris Wife
and Circling the Sun. She lives in Cleveland
with her family.
Paula McLain
Location: Cleveland, USA
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HUMAN ERRORS

THE KEY

Nathan H. Lents

Kathryn Hughes

Trade Paperback 9781474608343 | $29.99
Ebook 9781474608367 | $16.99 | W&N

Trade Paperback 9781472248855 | $29.99
Ebook 9781472248862 | $11.99 | Headline Review

We like to think of ourselves as highly evolved
creatures. But if we are supposedly evolution’s
greatest creation, why do we have such bad
knees? Why do we catch colds so often — two
hundred times more often than a dog? And
are we really supposed to swallow and breathe
through the same narrow tube? Surely there’s
been some kind of mistake.
As professor of biology Nathan H. Lents
explains in Human Errors, our evolutionary
history is nothing if not a litany of mistakes,
each more entertaining and enlightening than
the last.

1956: It’s Ellen Crosby’s first day at work as a
student nurse at Ambergate County Lunatic
Asylum. When she meets a pioneering physician keen to try out the various ‘cures’ available
for mental illness, Ellen doesn’t know that a
choice she will make is about to change all their
lives forever...
2006: Sarah is drawn to the abandoned Ambergate Asylum and discovers a suitcase in an
attic. The shocking contents of the suitcase lead
Sarah to unravel a forgotten story of tragedy,
lost love and an old wrong that only Sarah may
have the power to put right.

NATHAN H. LENTS is a professor of biology
at John Jay College at CUNY, and is the
author of one previous academic book. He has
appeared as a scientific expert on The Today
Show, National Public Radio and many other
media outlets.

KATHRYN HUGHES was born in Altrincham,
near Manchester. The Letter, Kathryn’s first
novel, was a digital #1 and international
bestseller, and her second novel The Secret
has been highly acclaimed. The Key is Kathryn
Hughes’ third novel.

Nathan H. Lents
Location: New York, USA

Kathryn Hughes
Location: Manchester, UK
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THE GOOD SON

MAN FAST

You-jeong Jeong

Natasha Scripture

Trade Paperback 9781408709740 | $32.99
Ebook 9781408709757 | $16.99

Trade Paperback 9780349412467 | $32.99
Ebook 9780349412450 | $16.99 | Piaktus

Yu-jin is a good son, a model student and a
successful athlete. But one day he wakes up
covered in blood. There’s no sign of a break-in
and there’s a body downstairs. It’s the body of
someone who Yu-jin knows all too well.

‘Any cute boys?’ Natasha Scripture’s 64-yearold Indian mother wants to know. Once again,
Natasha finds herself explaining that it is hard
to find a husband while serving as a relief
worker in refugee camps, war zones and natural
disaster areas.

Yu-jin struggles to piece together the fragments
of what he can remember from the night before.
He suffers from regular seizures and blackouts.
He knows he will be accused if he reports the
body, but what to do instead? Faced with an
unthinkable choice, Yu-jin makes an unthinkable
decision.
YOU-JEONG JEONG was initially trained and
worked as a nurse but is now South Korea’s
leading writer of psychological crime and thriller
fiction, and is often compared to Stephen King
and Raymond Chandler. The Good Son is the
first of her books to be translated into English.

You-jeong Jeong
Location: Hampyeong,
South Korea

Scripture’s Man Fast takes her from meditating
in an Ayurvedic ashram in southern India to
toiling on a vineyard on Mount Etna to going
on a solo-safari in a game reserve in southern
Tanzania. Her book is an antidote to a culture
that prizes finding the right man and settling
down into a conventional pattern over taking
the time to know, live and love your true self.
NATASHA SCRIPTURE is a writer and United
Nations spokesperson based in New York.
Natasha has a Masters degree in Gender and
Development Studies from the London School
of Economics.
Natasha Scripture
Location: New York, USA
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ASK A MANAGER

I, WITNESS

Alison Green

Niki Mackay

Trade Paperback 9780349419473 | $32.99
Ebook 9780349419459 | $11.99 | Piatkus

Trade Paperback 9781409174608 | $29.99
Ebook 9781409174622 | $16.99 | Orion

Ten years of writing a workplace advice column
have taught Green that people tend to avoid
difficult conversations in the office because we
simply don’t know what to say.

They say I’m a murderer.

In this witty and practical guide, Green tackles
200 of those delicate discussions that you need to
have, but might not be sure how to begin — and
arms you with the wording to do it. Along the
way, she shares some of the most outlandish and
hilarious letters she’s received from readers over
the years — from an employee who placed a black
magic ‘curse’ on her coworkers, to a boss who
repeatedly stole an employee’s lunch.

I plead guilty.

ALISON GREEN writes the workplace advice
column Ask a Boss for New York Magazine,
and answers readers’ questions daily on her
blog, Ask a Manager, which is syndicated by
Inc., Time, Money Magazine, and in multiple
newspapers nationwide.
Alison Green
Location: Virginia, USA

Six years ago, Kate Reynolds was found
holding the body of her best friend, covered in
blood, and clutching the knife that killed her.
Kate has been in prison ever since, but now
her sentence is up. She is being released.
But the truth is, I didn’t do it.
NIKI MACKAY read everything and anything,
but had an overriding love for crime fiction.
She went on to take a BA (Hons) in English
Literature and Drama. One character who
wouldn’t get out of her head during her
working years was Madison Attalee. She
decided to write about her and see where it
went and so I, Witness was penned.

Niki Mackay
Location: Redhill, UK
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EDGE OF CHAOS

SUPERHUMAN

Dambisa Moyo

Rowan Hooper

Trade Paperback 9781408710913 | $32.99
Ebook 9781408710906 | $16.99 | Little, Brown

Trade Paperback 9781408709474 | $32.99
Ebook 9781408709481 | $16.99 | Little, Brown

In Edge of Chaos, Dambisa Moyo sets out the
new political and economic challenges facing the
world, and the specific, radical solutions needed
to resolve these issues and reignite global growth.
Dambisa enumerates the four headwinds of
demographics, inequality, commodity scarcity
and technological innovation that are driving
social and economic unrest, and argues for a
fundamental retooling of democratic capitalism
to address current problems and deliver better
outcomes in the future.

This is a book about what it feels like to be
exceptional — and what it takes to get there.
Why can some people achieve greatness when
others can’t, no matter how hard they try?

DAMBISA MOYO is an international economist
who writes on the macroeconomy and global
affairs. Moyo was named by Time magazine as
one of the 100 Most Influential People in the
World, and was named to the World Economic
Forum’s Young Global Leaders Forum. Her work
regularly appears in economic and financerelated publications such as the Financial Times
and Wall Street Journal.

ROWAN HOOPER is Managing Editor of
New Scientist magazine, where he has spent
more than ten years writing about all aspects
of science. He has a PhD in evolutionary
biology, and worked as a biologist in Japan
for five years, before joining the Japan Times
newspaper in Tokyo, and later taking up a
fellowship at Trinity College Dublin.

Dambisa Moyo
Location: New York, USA

In this inspirational book, Rowan Hooper
takes us on a tour of the peaks of human
achievement. Drawing on interviews with a
wide range of superhumans as well as those
who study them, Hooper assesses the science
of peak potential, reviewing the role of genetics
alongside the famed 10,000 hours of practice.

Rowan Hooper
Location: London, UK
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THE LIFE-CHANGING
POWER OF SOPHROLOGY

THE BEAST’S HEART

Dominique Antiglio

Trade Paperback 9781473668713 | $19.99
Ebook 9781473668720 | $11.99 | Hodder & Stoughton

Trade Paperback 9781473662636 | $29.99
Ebook 9781473662643 | 16.99 | Yellow Kite

Leife Shallcross

I am neither monster nor man — yet I am both.

Sophrology is a dynamic relaxation, stressmanagement and personal development
technique, which is steadily growing in
popularity in the UK.

I am the Beast.

By learning to relax and connect with your inner
resources you will discover strength and power
you never knew you had, and feel happier and
more balanced. Featuring practical tips and case
studies, this is a must-have self-help resource.

My Isabeau. She opened my eyes, my mind
and my heart when I was struggling just to be
human.

DOMINIQUE ANTIGLIO works with
individual clients and guides group sessions,
particularly in the corporate world. Dominique’s
work has been featured in the Telegraph,
Grazia and Psychologies magazine. She also
blogs for the Huffington Post.

Dominique Antiglio
Location: London, UK

I know why I was cursed; I know the legacy of
evil I carry in my tainted blood. So how could
she ever love me?

And now I might lose her forever.
A richly magical retelling of the Beauty and
the Beast fairytale, from the point of view of the
Beast.
LEIFE SHALLCROSS has been fascinated by
stories about canny fairy godmothers, heroic
goose girls and handsome princes disguised
as bears. She is particularly inspired by those
characters that tend to fall into the cracks of the
usual tales. The Beast’s Heart is her first novel.
Leife Shallcross
Location: Canberra,
Australia
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WAR STORM
Victoria Aveyard
Trade Paperback 9781409178804 | $19.99
Ebook 9781409176015 | $11.99 | Orion

Victory comes at a price.
Mare Barrow learned this all too well when
Cal’s betrayal nearly destroyed her. Now
determined to protect her heart — and secure
freedom for Reds and newbloods like her
— Mare resolves to overthrow the kingdom
of Norta once and for all… starting with the
crown on Maven’s head.
War is coming, and all Mare has fought for
hangs in the balance. In the epic conclusion to
Victoria Aveyard’s stunning series, Mare must
embrace her fate and summon all her power…
for all will be tested, but not all will survive.

For fans of The Hunger Games
and Divergent — the highly
anticipated fourth and final book
in the international bestselling
Red Queen series

Victoria Aveyard
Location: USA

VICTORIA AVEYARD was born and raised
in East Longmeadow, Massachusetts, a small
town known only for the worst traffic rotary in
the continental United States. She moved to
Los Angeles to earn a BFA in screenwriting
at the University of Southern California. She
currently splits her time between the East and
West coasts. As an author and screenwriter,
she uses her career as an excuse to read too
many books and watch too many movies.
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Tania Cox and Jedda Robaard
Hardback 9780734418029 | $26.99
Paperback 9780734418012 | $14.99
Ebook 9780734418036 | $11.99
Lothian Children’s Books

A little girl spots a piece of rope. She wants
to find out what’s at the end of it, but it’s too
heavy to pull by herself. One by one, the
friendly jungle animals offer to help. Working
together, they solve the mystery and discover
what’s really at the end of the rope.
TANIA COX is a teacher and writer who lives
in far north Queensland. She is the author of
a number of highly successful picture books,
including Little Bat and Baby.

A sweet story about co-operation
and problem-solving, with a terrific
read-aloud rhythm and adorable
illustrations from a bestselling
Australian illustrator

JEDDA ROBAARD is a Melbourne-based
illustrator of over 30 children’s books
including the bestselling Little Creatures
board book series. Jedda’s books have been
sold in many countries including Australia,
UK, US, Greece, Holland, France, Taiwan,
China and South Korea.

Tania Cox & Jedda Robaard
Location: QLD & VIC,
Australia
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WHAT’S AT THE END
OF THIS PIECE OF
ROPE?
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SUMMONER: THE OUTCAST

DAD BY MY SIDE

Taran Matharu

Soosh

Hardback 9781444939064 | $24.99
Trade Paperback | 9781444939095 | $19.99
Ebook 9781444939071 | $12.99
Hodder Children’s Books

Hardback 9780734418739 | $24.99
Ebook 9780734418760 | $13.99
Lothian Children’s Books

Arcturus is just an orphaned stable boy when
he discovers he has the ability to summon
demons from another world. As the first
commoner gifted with this ability, his discovery
challenges the nobility and the powers that be
and Arcturus soon makes enemies. With no one
but his demon Sacharissa by his side, Arcturus
must prove himself as a worthy Summoner…
At twenty-two, TARAN MATHARU began to
write Summoner, taking part in Nanowrimo
2013. Its popularity soared, reaching over three
million reads in less than six months. After
being featured by NBC News, Taran decided to
launch his professional writing career and has
never looked back.

Taran Matharu
Location: London, UK

Whether they’re playing make-believe, making
you smile, or warding off monsters under the
bed, dads are always there when you need them.
When Soosh first posted her series of images
of a larger-than-life father and his adorable
daughter on Instagram, fans from across the
world immediately took notice with over 2
million views in a single week.
These illustrations now come together in a
universally relatable story of familial love for
parents and children to share.
SOOSH is a self-taught artist; her debut picture
book began as a series of illustrations she
posted on Instagram that claimed the hearts of
hundreds of thousands of fans worldwide.

Soosh
Location: Eastern Europe
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WE ARE YOUNG

DUDE!

Cat Clarke

Dan Santat and Aaron Reynolds

Paperback 9781786540058 | $16.99
Ebook 9781786540041 | $9.99
Quercus Children’s Books

Hardback 9780734418784 | $26.99
Paperback 9780734418791 | $16.99
Ebook 9780734418807 | $13.99
Lothian Children’s Books

It starts with a wedding. And a car crash.
On the same night Evan’s mother marries local
radio DJ ‘Breakfast Tim’, Evan’s brand new
step-brother Lewis is found unconscious and
terribly injured, the only survivor of a horrific
car crash.
As Evan delves deeper into the lives of the
three teenagers who died in the crash, she
uncovers some disturbing truths and a secret
that threatens to tear her family — and the
community — apart forever.
CAT CLARKE is the bestselling, award-winning
author of six YA novels. She lives in Edinburgh
with her partner, two ninja cats and two
decidedly non-ninja cocker spaniels.

Cat Clarke
Location: Edinburgh, UK

Dude! You have to read this book.
It’s totally about this platypus and this beaver
who are friends. They want to go surfing but,
dude, there’s this shark who’s in the ocean, too.
But don’t worry. This shark approaches and,
dude! You’ll never guess what happens!
DAN SANTAT is a New York Times bestselling
illustrator, a Society of Illustrators’ The Original
Art Silver Medal winner and the 2015 Caldecott
Medal recipient. Dan lives in Southern California.
AARON REYNOLDS is a New York Times
bestselling author and has written many highly
acclaimed books for kids, including Here Comes
Destructosaurus!, Carnivores, and Creepy Carrots.

Dan Santat & Aaron Reynolds
Location: Southern California,
USA
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